
T R A I N E E  F O C U S

" My passion for
teaching increases
every day and I have
absolutely no regrets
about choosing this
course"

Kate Pike
Training to teach primary at Hillsgrove Primary School

Meet Kate
Kate had the chance to teach in

her late 20's, but decided at the

time to stay in her job in London. 

 As her children are now more

independent, Kate decided it was

time to focus on a career that

fitted in with family life.

I had the chance to train to teach when I was in my late 20s but my job was 'too

good' to leave and I hadn't even considered any long-term plans.  I took a career

break after my first daughter was born, a break that lasted for 13 years!  With my

middle daughter approaching secondary age and my youngest being more

independent I began to question what I was doing with my life and what my legcy

was.  I knew I didn't want to go back to working in the city and wanted something

that would fit in to family life.



So why teaching?

It's a cliche but my girls minds are really like sponges absorbing every inch of the

world around them and I wanted to throw everything I knew at them and

introduce them to their amazing environment.  We took baby sign language classes

and I focused on providing them with as much stimulation as possible, introducing

them to new things, letting them be as creative as they wanted to be and explore

their own interests and curiosities whilst incorporating a lot of play and time with

peers.   The speed at which the young brain can develop is truly incredible!  I

enjoyed teaching my girls and wanted to encourage other children to explore their

worlds.  I wanted to teach.

I have a degree in Business

and French and had

helped with odd jobs at my

daughter's primary school

and it was the school who

recommended doing a

SCITT.  I bit the bullet and

began applying to local

institutions to do my QTS.  

TKAT were the first to respond and from the moment I began my dealings with

them I found everyone to be incredibly helpful, friendly, efficient and encouraging.  

The interview process went well and my nerves were eased as soon as I met the

team at my host school.

So, how's it all going?
I love being in school.  I am with a Year 6 class and each morning work across two

classes.  Even I have gone back to learning as I currently teach maths, English, art,

science, guided reading and grammar some of which I have had to recap on!  The

workload from both TKAT and school independently is steady but, admittedly with

some late nights and lots of organisation, manageable.  I threw myself entirely into

the course for the first half term but once I had settled and begun to prioritise I

found that it was easier for me to work until late some weekdays but then have a

break and spend a large portion of the weekend with my family.  



The key is to tackle tasks as soon as they come up and to be organised; even in class if I

can mark a few books here or there or start a SCITT task to save me taking it home

then I do it! I also tap into the school resources. School is signed up to lots of useful

website for planning and lesson ideas and the teaching staff can also provide a

plethora of experience, information and ideas for children of all ages.

Any words of encouragement?

It is all achievable.  I play and coach hockey on weekends so time needs to be

thoroughly managed.  A family member (also a teacher) told me once that the more I

do the more I will get done meaning to use and manage my time well.  The team at

TKAT are always on hand to help and support and, despite having not been able to

meet many of the other trainees yet we have a large chat group that we talk on daily

to bat around ideas, share concerns or funny school tales.  My in-school mentor is

incredible.  He's understanding, helpful, a font of knowledge and offers continued

encouragement.  My advice is don't procrastinate - go for it!  My passion for teaching

increases every day and I have absolutely no regrets about choosing this course. 

 Whilst it's still early days I am already looking forward to having a class of my own and

being able to truly tell everyone that I am a teacher!


